Multi-Angle Deformation Analysis of Hoﬀa’s Fat Pad
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ABSTRACT
Recent advances in medical research hypothesize that certain body fat, in addition to having a classical role
of energy storage, may also have mechanical function. In particular, we analyzed the infrapatellar fat pad of
Hoﬀa using 3D CT images of the knee at multiple angles to determine how the fat pad changes shape as the
knee bends and whether the fat pad provides cushioning in the knee joint. The images were initially processed
using a median ﬁlter then segmented using a region growing technique to isolate the fat pad from the rest of the
knee. Next, rigid registration was performed to align the series of images to match the reference image. Finally,
multi-resolution FEM registration was completed between the aligned images. The resulting displacements ﬁelds
were used to determine the local volume change of the fat pad as the knee bends from extension to ﬂexion
through diﬀerent angles. This multi-angle analysis provides a ﬁner description of the intermediate deformations
compared to earlier work, where only a pair of images (full extension and ﬂexion) was analyzed.
Keywords: Medical image analysis, local volume change, knee, infrapatellar, Hoﬀa, segmentation, registration,
shape deformation, the Insight Toolkit (ITK)

1. INTRODUCTION
The infrapatellar fat pad of Hoﬀa is located, as shown in Figure 1, inferior to the patella and dorsal to the patellar
tendon. The fat pad is covered by synovial membrane and is comprised mainly of structural fat tissue which is not
strongly inﬂuenced by nutrition. The main purpose of Hoﬀa’s fat pad is thought to provide energy storage in the
knee joint however it has been suggested that it may also act as a source of cushioning.1 Observing the fat pad
using computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and studying its structure is important
to understanding its appearance and anatomical variations. It can also reveal isolated diseases or pathological
conditions of the knee. Abnormalities that are intrinsic to this fat pad include Hoﬀa disease, intracapsular
chondroma, localized nodular synovitis, shear injury, and postarthroscopy and postsurgery ﬁbrosis.2 In earlier
work the deformation analysis was done on two-angle images, ﬂexion and extension.1

Figure 1. A sagittal slice of the infrapatellar (Hoﬀa) fat pad in relation to the patella, femur and tibia.
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In order to recognize infrapatellar knee pathology and other potential bio-mechanical function, it is important
to not only know the anatomy and anatomical variants, but also understand the shape and appearance variations
of the fat pad. For example, variations in the dorsal contour of the infrapatellar fat pad, including indentations,
can often be observed. Recent medical image analysis research of the Hoﬀa fat pad is summarized as follows.
Özkur et al studied the prevalence and the shape of a ﬂuid-like indentation, a recess, at the inferior posterior
margin of Hoﬀa’s fat pad through MR image examinations of the knee. They examined the location, size and
morphology of the recess both visually and using calipers, then performed statistical analysis between patients
with and without a recess to correlate this with the incidence of joint eﬀusion.3 Kramers-de Quervain et al
studied the possible impingement of mobile bearing implants on Hoﬀa’s fat pad in total knee replacement. The
impingement can cause knee pain and necessitate early revision surgery. Positron emission tomography (PET)
scans of the knee were used to validate fat-pad impingement prior to revision.4 Helpert et al presented a pictorial
review of tumours and tumour-like lesions of the infrapatellar fat pad of Hoﬀa with an emphasis on diﬀerential
diagnosis from MR imaging.5 Schweitzer et al used MRI to observe characteristic changes in intracapsular fat
pads (including Hoﬀa’s) in patients with proliferative eﬀusions and distinguish them from those with eﬀusions
without synovial proliferation.6 Another review was also published on Hoﬀa’s fat pad in MRI by Saddik et al .7
This paper will investigate the deformation of Hoﬀa’s fat pad at multiple angles of the knee joint - deformation
which could potentially provide bio-mechanical functions (such as cushioning) in addition to the classical energy
storage role. With the help of a protractor, these angles were determined to be approximately 110, 130, 145,
165 and 180 degrees, and were all taken from the same patient using CT imaging. Although the fat pad itself is
routinely visualized and appears clearer on MRI scans of the knee, the fascial boundaries are diﬃcult to identify.
Furthermore CT provides better spatial resolution over MRI.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: section 2 goes through the processing pipeline which
includes the initial imaging, image preprocessing, segmentation, registration, and volume measurements, section
3 contains results of the processed fat pad, and section 4 presents our conclusions.

2. METHODS
The following methodologies describe the main components of the image analysis pipeline and are illustrated in
Figure 2. The Insight Segmentation and Registration Toolkit (ITK8–13 ) was used for the analysis.

Deformation Field
Jacobian Determinant

Figure 2. ITK pipeline described in sections 2.2 - 2.5
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2.1. Imaging
The following parameters were used during CT imaging for all angles of the knee: 20 cm FOV, 120 mAs, 120
kV, 3x1 mm slice, 0.75 second rotation time, 4 mm feed/rotation, B45 Kernel. Each 3D image was 512 x 512 x
126 pixels, capturing a 332 mm x 332 mm x 126 mm physical region of the knee. The image data was stored in
DICOM format which was converted into Analyze ﬁles using the MRIConvert14 software.

2.2. Image Preprocessing
A small volume containing primarily the infrapatellar fat pad was manually selected using Volview 2.015 to help
reduce computation times in ITK during segmentation and registration. The images were then loaded into ITK
and fed into a pre-processing pipeline consisting of image intensity rescaling (itk::RescaleIntensityImageFilter)
and median ﬁltering (itk::MedianImageFilter). The image intensities were rescaled using the following equation:
outputP ixel = (inputP ixel − inputM in) ×

(outputM ax − outputM in)
+ outputM in,
(inputM ax − inputM in)

(1)

where inputPixel and outputPixel are the pixel intensities of the input and rescaled images, respectively. The
minimum and maximum intensities of the input image are inputMin and inputMax while outputMin and outputMax relate the desired intensity range of the rescaled image. In this case, the images were rescaled from 0 to
255.

2.3. Image Segmentation
The pipeline in Figure 3 illustrates the entire segmentation process step by step. First, a connected threshold region growing algorithm (itk::ConnectedThresholdImageFilter) was used to segment the fat pad. Other
methods, such as conﬁdence connected and deformable models, were tested to compare their eﬀectiveness in
segmentation but neither performed as well as connected threshold. This algorithm required specifying an initial
seed location as well as an upper and lower intensity threshold to include during expansion. A series of upper
threshold values were tested, with the optimal image containing the fat pad plus some additional layers of skin.
Next, a series of operations were performed on the region growing result using itk::BinaryErodeImageFilter and
itk::BinaryDilateImageFilter in addition to the connected threshold algorithm described above. The second step
was used to isolate the fat pad from the skin layers of similar intensity by eroding the links between them.
The third step required another connected threshold operation to reselect just the fat pad while the fourth step
ﬁnished the opening process by dilating the fat pad back to its original form. The last two steps dilated then
eroded the image to eﬀectively close any gaps within the segmented fat pad. All of these functions used a 2-pixel
radius structuring element. The image displayed in Figure 4 is an intermediate result after the ﬁrst connected
threshold operation and before the layers of skin were removed.

Figure 3. Detailed segmentation pipeline

2.4. Image Registration
Two types of registration were required, rigid and non-rigid. The former was used to spatially translate and
rotate the images so that they were properly aligned with one another. Note that as the knee bends, the fat pad
will rotate; therefore it is important to align the fat pad in each of the images before evaluating the change in
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Figure 4. The fat pad has been segmented along with unwanted layers of skin

Function
Similarity Metric
Optimizer
Transform
Interpolator

Class
itk::MeanSquaresImageToImageMetric
itk::VersorRigid3DTransformOptimizer
itk::VersorRigid3DTransform
itk::LinearInterpolateImageFunction

Table 1. Classes used for rigid registration.

shape. Table 1 labels the classes used in ITK for rigid registration. Here, the optimizer was set with a maximum
step length of 0.2000, a minimum step length of 0.0001, and up to 200 iterations. In the latter registration type,
a ﬁnite element method (FEM) non-rigid registration technique (itk::fem::FEMRegistrationFilter) was used to
detect deformations in the pad itself as the knee went from extension to ﬂexion.1, 16, 17 To improve convergence
and speed, a multi-resolution FEM registration scheme was used employing 3 levels of increasing resolution.

2.5. Volume Measurement
The displacement vectors from the non-rigid registration were used to calculate the local volume changes that
deform the Hoﬀa fat pad from extension to ﬂexion using itk::DeformationFieldJacobianDeterminantFilter.18

3. RESULTS
The results for the preprocessing analysis are illustrated in Figure 5. These images have been cropped to isolate
the fat pad, rescaled to a full intensity range, and median ﬁltered to reduce noise. The images were cropped
according to Table 2, where the starting point is the rightmost anterior corner of the cropped 3D image and the
size deﬁnes its dimensions. Each image has the same dimensions to simplify the segmentation and registration
processes.
The images in Figure 6 are a result of the connected threshold method for segmentation. The chosen series of
operations, as described in the Methods section, proved to generate the most reliable representations of the Hoﬀa
fat pad. Table 3 speciﬁes the seed point for each cropped image as well as the upper and lower intensity limits to
be included during segmentation. Before completion of the opening and closing operations, the threshold ﬁlter
replaced the intensity value to 250 to contrast the background at 0.
The rigid transform was the ﬁrst of two steps in the registration process. Sagittal slices of the resulting
spatially translated and rotated images can be seen in Figure 7. In addition, a diﬀerence of images was computed
between each registered pair of images. This image subtraction is useful as an initial indication of where and
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Figure 5. The preprocessed images are distinguished by the diﬀerent angles made by the knee. They are (a) 180, (b)
165, (c) 145, (d) 130 and (e) 110 degrees.

Joint Angle
180
165
145
130
110

Starting Point
50, 260, 50
80, 300, 50
80, 280, 40
80, 300, 20
90, 270, 20

Size
110, 80,
110, 80,
110, 80,
110, 80,
110, 80,

70
70
70
70
70

Table 2. Speciﬁcations for cropped images in Figure 5.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 6. The Hoﬀa fat pad has been successfully segmented at angles of (a) 180, (b) 165, (c) 145, (d) 130 and (e) 110
degrees.

by how much the fat pad is compressed. A multi-resolution FEM registration scheme was then used for faster
and more robust registration. The resulting displacement vectors ﬁelds are displayed in Figure 8 with the help
of Amira.19 They were produced using the parameters deﬁned in Table 4.
The local changes in volume for a particular sagittal slice are displayed in Figure 9. The contrasts have been
adjusted, using MRIcro20 to highlight the local volume changes. Relative to each shaded background, the lighter
sections indicate expansion while the darker sections indicate contraction.

4. CONCLUSIONS
It is important to study the deformation of Hoﬀa’s fat pad in order to better comprehend certain musculoskeletal
functions and pathological conditions in the knee. With the recently acquired multi-angle 3D images ranging
between ﬂexion and extension, a more accurate and detailed description has been provided of the deformation
of the fat. For each imaged angle of the knee, a range of techniques was applied to investigate the fat pad’s
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Joint Angle
180
165
145
130
110

Seed Point
55, 55, 30
55, 45, 30
55, 45, 30
55, 37, 37
55, 37, 37

Lower Limit
80
80
80
80
80

Upper Limit
97
97
95
96
96

Table 3. Threshold initial pixel locations and intensity limits.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 7. Images (b) through (e) are the rigid registration results when trying to align with image (a).

morphology and shape deformations. A pipeline was developed in ITK to isolate, segment and register Hoﬀa’s fat
pad as well as to calculate the displacement vector ﬁeld between corresponding images. Each vector ﬁeld describes
the theorized motion of the fat pad modeled as an elastic material using FEM of which the displacements are
used to calculate the local volume changes between images. To the best of our knowledge this is the ﬁrst attempt
to analyze the shape deformations of Hoﬀa’s fat pad from CT images of extended and ﬂexed knees at multiple
intermediate angles for the purpose of gaining insight into potential mechanical functions of the pad.
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Parameters
Number of multi-levels
Scaling at lowest level of pyramid
Number of pixels per element
Elasticity
Density x capacity
Image energy scaling (gamma)
Number Of integration points
Width Of metric region
Maximum iterations

Values
3
4
3
1.0×e2
1.0×e4
1
4
2
2

Table 4. Parameters for multi-resolution FEM registration.
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Figure 8. A three-dimensional view of the resulting displacement vector ﬁelds from FEM registration. The arrows
increase in magnitude from blue = 0 to red = 2.5 mm. The joint angles, in degrees, were registered with their adjacent
angles as follows: (a) 165 → 180, (b) 145 → 165, (c) 130 → 145, and (d) 110 → 130.
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Figure 9. The local volume changes for a particular slice of the Hoﬀa fat pad using the displacements vectors from FEM
registration. The local changes are as follows: (a) 165 → 180, (b) 145 → 165, (c) 130 → 145, and (d) 110 → 130.

the U.S. National Library of Medicine as part of the Insight Toolkit project. CMake is an open source system and
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